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Your readership is appreciated

His Excellency Dr. Ali Rashed Al
Nuaimi, Director General of Abu
Dhabi Education Council and
Vice Chancellor of the United
Arab Emirates University opened
the 6th QS-Maple Middle East
and Africa Professional Leaders
in Education Conference at the
Hilton Hotel in Al Ain. Dr. Kevin
Downing, Chair of the QS-Maple
International Academic Advisory
Committee and a director of
Knowledge,
Enterprise
and
Analysis from the City University
of Hong Kong; Mrs. Mandy Mok,
CEO of QS Asia QuacquarelliSymonds, Singapore, and more
than 300 other participants
from universities, educational
institutions, government agencies
and the MENA academic
community were in attendance.

Launch of the 6th QS
Middle East and Africa:

Professional Leaders
in Education
Conference at
UAEU

To read more...
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Editorial
Every month we produce a
new issue and struggle to
fit the noteworthy achievements of the United Arab
Emirates University into seven pages.
In this issue we feature new
and innovative achievements by those who aim to
fulfill the university’s vision of
becoming a leader in many,
diverse areas. The Media
and Communications Department is the means by
which we bring you news of
these achievements.

High turnout for the reading initiative at UAEU..
As part of the UAE’s Year of Reading 2016 the United Arab Emirates University
and the Sheikh Mohammed Bin Khalid Al Nahyan Cultural Center organized
a reading initiative. There was a high turnout in the presence of Sheikha Dr.
Shama Bint Mohammed Bin Khalid Al Nahyan, with administrators, academics
and students from UAEU all in attendance in the Great Hall of the Crescent
Building on the Al Ain campus.
His Excellency Dr. Ali Rashed Al Noaimi, Vice Chancellor of UAEU, said that
this reading initiative is part of the university’s role in raising intellectual and
educational standards. A generation aware of modern developments and
capable of leading a knowledge-based economy will be a big advantage to
the UAE.
To read more...
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The United Arab Emirates University:
Graduates its 35th cohort of female students..

Under the patronage of His Excellency Dr. Ali Rashid Al Nuaimi, Vice Chancellor of the United Arab
Emirates University, the university graduated the 35th cohort of female students, in the presence of senior
management, deans, professors, and parents. It was held in the Crescent Building on the main campus.
To read more...

With the participation of
College of Information
Technology:

Presented student’s
projects in the 9th
National IT Marathon..
The College of Information Technology at United Arab Emirates University launched the 9th National
Information Technology Marathon. It was held in the theater of the Information Technology building in Al
Ain in the presence of Dr. Mohammed Albiali, Deputy Vice Chancellor for Scientific Affairs, a number of
faculty members and more than 300 talented students from 85 state schools.
To read more...
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Center of Excellence in Teaching and
Learning:

Honors a number of distinguished
faculties participating in the
professional development
program..
The Center of Excellence in Teaching and Learning at
United Arab Emirates University, honored 10 faculty
members, participants and contributors to the
professional development program. The event was held

at the College of Information Technology building in Al Ain in the
presence of Dr. Mohammed Albiali, Deputy Vice Chancellor for
Scientific Affairs, a number of deans and faculty members at the
University.
To read more...

To support emerging Emirati companies:

The UAEU Science and
Innovation Park organizes the first
Entrepreneurs’ Project Exhibition..
As part of the United Arab Emirates University’s national
strategic vision the UAEU Science and Innovation Park
organized the first exhibition of projects by emerging
Emirati companies in the Crescent Building on campus.
Dr. Ghaleb Al Hadrami, Deputy Vice Chancellor for
Research and Graduate Studies, and Mrs. Shainoor

Khoja, Managing Director of the Roshan Community Company (the
Corporate Social Responsibility and Lewis Institute Changemaker
Award winners – awarded by Babson College, USA) were in
attendance. The UAEU Science and Innovation Park encourages
postgraduates, scientific research partnerships, entrepreneurs,
start-ups and students.
To read more...

To enhance the dissemination of knowledge:

The College of Science organizes
a Chemistry Day and Science
Exhibition at the United Arab
Emirates University..

The Department of Chemistry in the College of Science
at the United Arab Emirates University held a Chemistry
Day and Exhibition recently in the presence of Dr.
Ahmed Murad, Acting Dean of the college, faculty,
staff, company representatives, government agencies
and school students.

The Chemistry Day included an exhibition that presented a
selection of exhibits from different fields of Chemistry in order to
highlight the importance of Science in contemporary society.
Additionally, there were presentations on the college’s academic
programs and lectures on topics related to chemistry.
To read more...
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2016 – The Year of Reading

Our suggestion for you…

Hoopoe Book
Authors:

Dr. Alia Al Bawardi and Dr. Saeeda Al Marzooqi, professors from the College of Medicine
at UAEU.

About the book:

This book guides students from thinking about studying
medicine, through developing skills and finally qualifying. It
also presents information about postgraduate study.
The title was inspired by the story of the hoopoe bird and
the prophet Sulaiman. The bird was full of initiative and is
an inspiration for the young doctors in terms of ethics and
principles.

News in Brief - May 2016

اﻟﺠﺎﻣﻌﺔ
UAEU signs a strategic
partnership agreement with
the Al Hameli International
Group.

The Geography and Urban
Planning Department at
UAEUniversity organized the
third Geographic Research
Exhibition, coinciding with
International Map Year 2016.

The Center for Public Policy
and Leadership organized
a symposium entitled “Does
different patterns of leadership
make mangers work differently
when decision making?”

The Sports Activities Unit
organized a “Nutrition and
Innovation” lecture, as part of
the Sehati Program.

The Department of Physics

The Department of Mass
Communications in the
College of Humanities and
Social Sciences organized
an exhibition of graduation
projects.

in the College of Science
organized an exhibition on
physics with the participation of
students from various science
and humanities disciplines.

The College of Science and
College of Business and
Economics honored their
strategic partners for their role
in the preparation and training
of students.

The College of Humanities and
Social Sciences and University
College honored students
who won creative literary
competitions.
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Success Story:
A Roaming Literary Salon Moves Between UAE Cities..
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A roaming literary salon, the brainchild of Ms. Amneh Baroot, a graduate
of the United Arab Emirates University’s Mass Communications Department
(Journalism) is currently doing the rounds. She has made her idea into a
success. The salon aims to promote reading and in line with the objectives of
the ‘Year of Reading 2016’. The roaming literary salon launched an initiative
based on three Emirati books in order to support local literature and start a
discussion about Emirati literature.
Ms. Baroot said to the university newsletter that the literary salon encourages
reading UAE books and analyzing them through different eyes, experiences
and backgrounds. The books are chosen by voting.
She added that, what sets the literary salon apart is that the members of
the roaming salon are from different Emirates and areas with members from
Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ras Al Khaimah, Fujairah, Al Ain and Khorfakkan.
There are also two members from Oman.

The members have their own reflections, ideas and questions to enhance
the dialogue and exchange ideas about books. Ms. Baroot said that, “the
aim of the literary salon is for each person to find their true identity in order to
read ourselves and others”.
She added that, “the United Arab Emirates University has left a profound
impact on my character”. She believes that the values instilled in her by the
university have urged her to respect heritage, cultural diversity and effective
communication all of which contributed to expanding her horizons.
On her experience with the roaming literary salon she continued, “after
founding the salon I became more attached to books and was able to read
fifty pages a day: reading pays you back tenfold, I love reading just for the
sake of it”.
She concluded by saying that, “Emirati literature needs writers and poets from
the next generation. If we think of the future, then the younger generation
can create an Emirati literature that is in harmony with other cultures”.
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The most prominent posts
on our social networking
sites in May 2016:
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